GET THE LOOK
The Manhattan Collection is a range of rustic, modern
bricks specifically created with a recycled look and feel to
complement both contemporary and traditional designs.
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INDUSTRIAL CHIC - WHAT IS IT?
The Industrial Chic style is most simply created by using
raw, urban-look materials mixed with the juxtaposition of
contemporary simplicity. Warm earthy tones are used to create
relaxing atmospheres enhanced with natural materials that
celebrate their raw, unfinished or aged beauty.

It sometimes is described as a touch of modern farmhouse
style but edgier. Industrial chic can either be using
reclaimed or recycled product or simply using more
industrial look materials, typically exposed brick, concrete
floors, timber beams and copper piping.
The trend in Australia is seen to have stemmed from inner
city restaurants and shop-fronts where factories have
been converted into modern industrial chic design, often
exposing existing brick structures and enhancing a peeling
paint look or sometimes re-creating that look with recycled
bricks. So popular is the look that it has also started to
move into people’s homes. It particularly has appeal for
families wanting to add a rustic appearance and touch of
authenticity to their new homes.
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The recycled look of the Manhattan brick
complements both contemporary and traditional
home designs.

GET THE LOOK WITH PGH BRICKS
The Industrial Chic movement has fuelled the inspiration behind
the creation of our bespoke, locally made Manhattan Collection of
bricks. The urban and raw Manhattan Collection is signified by bricks
highlighting the weathered and distressed imperfections of intended
knots, scratches and nicks designed to bring to life an edgy, exposed
brick wall look and feel. The Manhattan Collection from PGH Bricks
can help you achieve a warehouse style home look and feel from a
new build beginning.

The Manhattan Collection has
been designed to help achieve
a rustic and recycled look in a
modern build with all the benefits
of a new brick.

MANHATTAN
CHELSEA
The muted tones of the Chelsea brick bring a
harmonious, comfortable elegance to interiors
and exteriors alike.
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MANHATTAN
TRIBECA
The rich Tribeca colour palette brings personality
into any space. It balances well with exterior
greenery and ads warmth to interiors.

INDUSTRIAL CHIC HOW TO ACHIEVE IT.
The Manhattan Collection has been
designed to help you achieve a
warehouse-style home look and feel
to your new build or renovation.
For those designing and building a new
home and wanting to create this look,
there are three elements to consider
– materials, scale and layers. Exposed
brick feature walls are a good starting
point.
Architect Andrew Benn of Benn +
Penna Architecture, has created the
look for a number of his clients and says
that the challenge is to mix materials
commonly associated with industry,
such as bricks, concrete and steel, with
softer finishes, to make it “still feel
comfortable and domestic”.
Benn says that some of the methods he
uses to add an industrial feeling include
adding larger elements to a build,
such as exposing a beam, adding a
brick feature wall, or removing floors to
create a double height space.
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Exposed brick walls, copper piping and concrete
floors are some of the key elements of this style.
Indeed, a lot of its appeal is that it lets these
raw materials shine through.

The benefits of
Manhattan bricks
•
•
•
•

Provides the look of a traditional
recycled brick with all the
benefits of a new brick
Durable, can be used by the sea
(Exposure Grade)
Each batch has its own unique
look creating an individual
appearance
Produced in Australia with short
lead times

Faux Leather Pillow
Cover by Kdays
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Otis Black
Industrial
Pendant Light
By Modern
Furniture

Bondi Leather and Jute White Rug by Network Rugs

Washed Iron
And Wood
Lampshade
by Philbee
Interiors

Monier
Nullarbor
roof tiles
in Earth,
Ravine and
Peak

Velvet
cushions by
Castle and
Things

Mongolian Fur
Throw by Tourance

Angora Faux
Fur Throw Rug
by Bambury

Industrial Wind
Up Bar Stool by
The Decor Store

Get the look

Butterfly
Chair by
Belle and
Blue

Urban Metal
Bricks - Copper
Lustre Splits by
PGH Bricks

Porter Oak Dining Table
by Coco Republic
Charcoal velvet penny round
cover by Castle and Things

Black
Concrete
Planter
by Fox &
Ramona

Storage Trolley by Loft
Furniture & Other Ideas

Vintage
Leather Harper
Armchair by
Interiors Online
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RECREATE THE LOOK
with our range of bricks.
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For further information and inspiration, go to pghbricks.com.au or call 13 15 79.
@pghbricks
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